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CURRICULUM VITAE
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Via Crucis, Meccaniche della

SOLO SHOW

Meraviglia 10, Cappella ex
cotonificio De Angeli Frua, Roè

2021

Volciano (Bs), curated by Kevin

Pelagòs, A+B Gallery, Brescia

McManus.

2020
Attori Silenziosi, Palazzo Bertazzoli,

2014

Bagnolo Mella, Brescia

Gravity of variations, Casa Matei
Corvin, Iaga gallery, Cluj-Napoca,
with Francesco Arecco.

2019
Marco La Rosa (Brescia, 1978), lives
and works in Brescia. In 2005, he
graduated in Law at University of
Brescia, and in 2011 he attended the
Academy of Fine Art of the city,
Accademia di Belle Arti Santa Giulia,

Beneath between beyond ,Spazio
Cordis, Verona

2013
Between signes and measure, A+B

2017

Gallery, Brescia, con Nazzarena

Adesso Tocca a te, Museo San Rocco,

Polimaramotti.

Trapani

with prof. Massimo Uberti, where he
works now as a teacher.
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Fabio Paris.
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Con gli occhi alle stelle (Giovani
artisti si confrontano col Sacro),
Galleria d’Arte Moderna
Raccolta Lercaro, Bologna, a cura di
Andrea Dall’Asta S.I.
Luoghi del SacrO, Galleria San
Fedele, Milano, curated by Andrea
Dall’Asta S.I., Ilaria Bignotti,
Matteo Galbiati, Chiara Gatti,
Massimo Marchetti, Kevin McManus.
2011
Passaggi. Arte contemporanea in
università, Università Cattolica,
Brescia, curated by Paolo
Bolpagni, Federica Boràgina,
Mariacristina Maccarinelli, Kevin
McManuà
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PELAGOS
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In the works on show, the dialectical
tension that is typical of the Homeric
hero is evident not only in the single
pieces, which punctually retrace the
main passages of his return journey to
Ithaca and of the Dantean passage
dedicated to him, but also in the general
work with extremely concrete materials,
typical of La Rosa's research, such as
cement and metals (in this case copper):
if the conceptual interpretation of the
work lends itself to an intellectual
speculation that opens up on continuous
questions and cues taking us far away, to
the high seas, the materialization of each
passage is clothed with all the
concreteness and solidity of the
contingent, of the destination: it is dry
land.
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